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LET 'S GO FOR

A WALK?

We are the first Brazilian brand

of PORTABLE PRODUCTS for

pets , produced in Brazil and

with anEXCLUSIVE DESIGN .

 

PET FRIENDLY for us is more

than a concept . It 's a lifestyle .

Our products are designed to

make your strolls more

PRACTICAL and STYLISH - for

pets and their tutors . .



Portable

products?

No  more  plastic  market  bag . . .

In January, 2017, we adopted a kitten, still with 45
days of life. The minute she entered our home, a
whole universe became part of our daily lives.
 
To get her to the vet, we would look for a plastic
market bag, a bottle of water, a pot for a little food,
and another pot in which we could put the water for
her to drink. And in the bag everything was a mess,
besides the rush to find the items and be ready to
leave.
 
And that's when we felt in need of something that
made these outings to be more practical - for us and
for them.
 
From a NEED came an IDEA and then the
SOLUTION. Portable products.

NOT PRACTICAL PRACTICAL



A  pet  friendly  life  style

When going out, traveling and working. And a full line

of products that follow this lifestyle.



Our products OUTING  SET

One bag and two portable containers .

Several prints . All matching .

PORTABLE  MATTRESS

Lightweight and practical , it fits inside

the bag .

BOTTLE  AND  POTS  SET

To always leave handy and ready to go

out : water , food and snacks .

AND  MUCH  MORE . . .



Let's go for

a walk?

Request  the  complete  catalog  and  learn
more  about  our  products .
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